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Further Reading

Perspectives on the Court
- Amy L. Howe, *In a historic term, momentum to move the law often came from the five justices to the chief’s right*, Howe on the Court, July 7, 2022.
- Dahlia Lithwick, *Amicus: A Supreme Court Term Like No Other*, Slate, July 9, 2022.

Retirement of Justice Stephen Breyer

Nomination of Justice Ketanji Brown Jackson
- Sharon D. Wright Austin, *Ketanji Brown Jackson’s path to Supreme Court nomination was paved by trailblazing Black women judges*, The Conversation, March 23, 2022.

Church-State Separation and Religious Liberty
- In conversation:
• Josh Blackman, *Tentative Thoughts on The Jewish Claim To A “Religious Abortion”*, The Volokh Conspiracy, June 20, 2022.
• Elie Mystal, *The Supreme Court Strikes Another Blow to the Separation of Church and State*, Slate, June 22, 2022.
• Marc Rod, *Supreme Court strikes down restrictions on public funding of religious schools*, Jewish Insider, June 22, 2022.

**Abortion and Reproductive Rights**
• Amy L. Howe, *Supreme Court overturns constitutional right to abortion*, Howe on the Court, June 24, 2022.
• Dahlia Lithwick (interviewing Dorothy Roberts), *What the History of Criminalizing Black Mothers Tells Us About the Post-Roe Legal Landscape*, Slate, July 5, 2022.
• Elie Mystal, *The Supreme Court Took the Most Extreme Course Possible*, The Nation, June 24, 2022.
• Gary Warth, Tammy Murga, and Angelina Hicks, “Today is a Day to Give Thanks and Celebrate”: Conservatives praise Roe v. Wade overturning, San Diego Union-Tribune, June 24, 2022.

**Immigration/Refugee Rights**
• Isabela Dias, *The High-Stakes Immigration Case Before the Supreme Court Isn’t Just About Immigration*, Mother Jones, April 28, 2022.
• Ian Millhiser, *The enormous stakes in the Supreme Court’s “Remain in Mexico” case, explained*, Vox, April 25, 2022.
• Aaron Reichlin-Melnick, *After a Harsh Supreme Court Decision on Immigrant Rights, Advocates and Lawyers Have Two Key Questions*, Slate, June 14, 2022.
• Nina Totenberg, *Supreme Court sides with the Biden administration in ‘Remain in Mexico’ case*, NPR, June 30, 2022.

**Voting Rights**
• Ian Millhiser, *The Supreme Court just handed down very bad news for Black voters*, Vox, June 28, 2022.
• Nina Totenberg, *Supreme Court to take on controversial election-law case*, NPR, June 30, 2022.

**Native American Rights**
• *Supreme Court’s impact on Indian Country*, ICT, June 30, 2022.